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Interconnection of logic elements 
The transmission line, t.t.l. and tri -state devices 

by I. Catt," M. F. Davidson" & D. S. Waltont, 'CAM Consultants t Icthus Instruments Limited 

This article outlines the concepts required 
when designing a complex logic system 
and describes the fundamental principles 
of connection between basic logic gates. 

A digital system is composed of logic 
gates and interconnections between 
them. To ensure correct functioning of 
the system it is important to consider a 
model of this connection. The simplest 
case is a logic gate driving another 
single gate with no fanout as shown in 
Fig. 1. It is impossible to consider the 
interconnection without a ground or V 
return path, and when this is present 
there is a distributed capacitance and 
inductance which forms a transmission 
line. 

Properties of a transmission line 
To characterise a transmission line a 
step propagating along a two -wire line 
is considered as shown in Fig. 2. Using 
Faraday's law of V = d4 /dt around loop 
abcd, L is defined as the inductance per 
unit length of the wire pair so L = cp/i. 
In time t, the step will advance a dis- 
tance s so that s/ t = c and the change of 
flux will be (1) = L s i. Substitution into 
Faraday's law gives the voltage applied 
to the line to overcome back e.m.f; VAD 

= L i ds /dt = L i c. From Q = VC, i = 
vCc where C is the capacitance per unit 
length of the wire pair, so c = ± 1/ Y/LC 
and v/i = Z. = IL /C. Therefore, a step 
may propagate in either direction. 

The two parameters which charac- 
terise a transmission line are the 
velocity of propagation c, and the 
impedance Ze which relates the voltage 
difference across the line to the current 
in the line. Thus, v = iZo where Z0 is a 
property of the geometry, and medium, 
µ and e, in which the wires are embed- 
ded. 

To use the formulae for Ze and c it is 
necessary to calculate L and C for any 
geometry that may be used. In general 
it is impossible to solve analytically for L 
and C and so other methods are used. 
Values for most practical cases are in 
the literature. It is common to represent 
a lossless transmission line as the model 
shown in Fig. 3 which allows the equa- 
tions of step propagation to be derived. 
This method has little to recommend it 
especially as it appears to lead to a 
spurious high frequency cut -off. There 
is, of course, no high frequency cut -off 
inherent in any transmission line 

geometry and the only factor which can 
cause this is a frequency dependent 
behaviour of the dielectric. If the 
dielectric is vacuum, there is no 
frequency dependence and no cut -off. 

The sinewave concept can be very 
misleading in digital electronics and it is 
invalid to think of a single step as being 
composed of a superposition of sine - 
waves. The diagram in Fig. 4 shows a 
step which is propagating along a 
transmission line with velocity c (c = 
1 / ß/µe), the velocity of light in the 

medium surrounding the conductors. A 
true sinewave signal is infinite in both 
time and distance, i.e: it can only exist in 
an infinitely long transmission line, and 
any practical situation is an 
approximation to this ideal. Because the 
step is travelling at the velocity of light 
there can be no energy or information 
ahead of it and there can be no effect at 
any point P in front of the step. This 
consideration alone is sufficient to de- 
monstrate that such a step cannot be 
analysed into a superposition of sine- 
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Fig 2. A step propagating 
along a two -wire line. 
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Fig 1. Simple example of a 
logic gate driving another 
gate. 
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Fig 4. A simple step should not be 
considered as a superposition of 
sinewaves. 
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Fig 3. Model of a 
loss less 
transmission line. 
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Fig 5. Two digital signals, 
illustrating edges as 
separate events in time. 
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waves because these sinewaves would 
have to exist both ahead of and behind 
the step. Also, if the transmission lines 
were cut before the step arrived at P, 

any effect which was already at P would 
have to vanish instantaneously, again 
impossible. Mathematics indicate that if 
we superpose many sinewaves of 
appropriate amplitudes and phase 
relationships we would obtain a step 
waveform. This is undeniably true but 
its converse, that we can analyse a step 
into a superposition of sinewaves, does 
not follow logically and is in fact not 
true. The sinewave is responsible for 
much confusion particularly in the dis- 
cussion of factors affecting the choice of 
capacitors for logic decoupling. It is 
important to remember that a step is a 
shock wave, formed by a transverse 
electromagnetic wave front travelling 
at the speed of light, and all digital 
signals are combinations of either 
positive or negative going edges. Any 
observer can only see the signal as it 
passes him on the transmission line. 

The important parameter of the two 
digital signals in Fig. 5 is the time delay 
between the edges. Each edge a, b, c or d 

must be considered as a separate event 
in time which is completely uncon- 
nected with any other transition. A 

logic gate connot predict the arrival of 
any edge until the shock wave actually 
arrives. It then responds to the 
amplitude of the signal and by the time 
the next shock wave arrives it has sett- 
led down to the steady state condition. 

Transistor transistor logic 
Before discussing t.t.l. circuits it is 
worth considering the evolutionary 
process which lead up to them. In early 
d.t.l., transistors were only capable of 
sustaining a 1mA collector current 
which resulted in the circuit arrange- 
ment shown in Fig. 6 where a 1OkS2 

resistor was used in the collector. One 
problem with this circuit is its inability 
to drive stray capacitance. Consider the 
output waveform in Fig. 7 which is 
obtained when a pulse is applied to the 
input. The transistor switches on and the 
stray capacitance is discharged through 
the saturated transistor to produce a 
rapid falling edge. When the transistor 
switches off it cannot supply current so 
the stray capacitance charges through 
the 10ka resistor to produce an ex- 
ponential rise which corresponds to a 
time constant of RC. Therefore, this 
type of gate is not very good at driving 
long signal lines. In practice the load is 

not strictly capacitive, but is a trans- 
mission line with a characteristic 
impedance of around 10052. However, in 

this case because R is much greater 
than 10052 it makes very little difference 
and the slow edge masks any transmis- 
sion line effects. 

Logic designers attempted to circum- 
vent this problem by using a "push - 
pull" output stage to give rapid transi- 
tions in both directions as shown in Fig. 
8. Here the output is driven by a "phase 
splitter" so that while the top transistor 
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Fig 6. Early form of logic, 
diode- transistor logic. 

time constant RC 

Fig 7. Output waveform from d.t.l. 
in Fig 6. 

Fig 8. Push -pull output stage to 
give rapid transitions. 
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Fig 9. Basis of t.t.l. circuit required 
to drive a capacitive load. 
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Fig 10. Only one switch required 
for a resistive load. 
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Fig 11. Tri -state devices connected 
to a bus. 
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is on the bottom one is off and vice 
versa, but in practice there is an overlap 
of a few ns. This causes a low impedance 
across the supply rails which produces a 
current spike. This type of output was 
used in the unpopular 73 series of logic. 
The final step in the evolution of t.t.l. 
was the insertion of a series limiting 
resistor in the collector of the upper 
transistor. 

Unfortunately, during the evolution 
of t.t.l the way impedance levels and 
device speeds have changed has not 
been considered fully. While d.t.l. 
worked initially with a 10kS2 output 
impedance we now have t.t.l. devices 
with an internal pull -up resistor of 
around 10052. This means that the 
transmission line behaviour cannot now 
be ignored. In fact, when the connection 
to a t.t.l. device is considered as a 
transmission line the upper transistor in 
the output is redundant and serves no 
useful purpose. A capacitive load 
requires a circuit as shown in Fig. 9 
because, to produce a voltage across the 
capacitor, a charge must be fed into it 
via St. Discharge of the capacitor must 
take place through S2. As already men- 
tioned, a t.t.l. gate must drive a trans- 
mission line with an impedance of about 
10052. The current and voltage are 
related by V= iZ where V is the voltage 
applied to the line and i is the resulting 
current. In this case the load is essen- 
tially resistive and only one switch- is 
required as shown in Fig. 10. When S is 
closed the output is low and when it is 
open the output is high. If the intercon- 
nection is terminated with a resistor R 
= Zo, effects due to stray capacitance 
and inductance will not affect the out- 
put rise or fall times. Therefore, under 
certain conditions the t.t.l. "push- pull" 
configuration is unnecessary and an 
open collector gate will suffice. 

Tri -state devices 
Common data -bus structures are widely 
used in mini computer systems but be- 
cause conventional t.t.l. cannot be 
wire -ORed it cannot be used. To over- 
come this limitation tri -state devices 
have been produced and are rapidly 
becoming standard components for bus 
drivers,nd memory outputs. A tri -state 
device has an additional control input 
which determines whether or not the 
device is enabled. When enabled, its 
outputs are in the high or low states as 
normal. When disabled, its outputs 
assume the high- impedance or off state 
and the device behaves almost as 
though its outputs are disconnected 
from the package pins. In this system 
only the device which is driving the bus 
is enabled, so active pull -up is achieved 
with the benefits of wire ORing. How- 
ever, even with these apparent advan- 
tages it must be considered whether 
tri -state t.t.l. is necessary and desirable. 

With regard to its necessity, the 
answer is definitely no. Any function 
which is possible with tri -state devices 
can be implemented more simply with 
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open -collector t.t.l. Tri -state is an un- 
fortunate development caused by a 
misunderstanding of the requirements 
for transmission line driving. The 
answer is also no for desirability because 
it has a failure mode which can lead to 
the progressive collapse of all the tri - 
state devices driving a bus. For ex- 
ample, in Fig. 11 if device A becomes en- 
abled at the wrong time due to a fault 
in the circuitry it could place all lows 
on a bus to which another device is quite 
legitimately outputting all highs. This 
leads to catastrophic power dissipation 
in the good device and the process can 
then repeat until all of the devices are 
destroyed. For the Ti 74365 hex bus - 
driver, power dissipation in this failure 
mode can be calculated as follows. The 
output short- circuit current is specified 
as 40 -130mA so the power dissipation 
per gate for a 15V rail will be between 
0.2 and 0.65W, and the total dissipation 
for a package of six gates will be 1.2 to 
3.9W. The quiescent power dissipation 
of 0.3 to 0.4W per package means that 
the total worst case figure is 4.3W. This 
is about ten times the rated dissipation 
of a d.i.p. and will destroy the device. E, 

This article is based on material from a book 
"Digital Electronic Design ", by the above 
authors, published by C.A.M. Publishing, 17 
King Harry Lane, St Albans, Herts, price 
£8.00 including postage. 

LI I ERATURE RECEN/ED 

"Modern Instrumentation Tape Recording" 
booklet available free from SE Labs (EMI) 
Ltd, Spur Road, Feltham, Middlesex TW14 
OTD W W401 

Power devices from RCA and specimen 
circuits for many applications described in 
booklet 2M1169 from RCA Ltd, Solid State - 
Europe, Sunbury -on- Thames, Middx TWI6 
7HW WW402 

Trimmer capacitors described in six Vol- 
tronics leaflets, free from ITT Components 
Group. Capacitor Product Group, Brixham 
Road, Paignton, Devon T24 7BE .. WW403 

Video filters, including new range for use 
with d -a or a -d converters, is published by 
Matthey Electronics, William Clowes Street, 
Burslem, Stoke -on -Trent ST6 3AT WW404 

"Electronic Components Buyers' Guide" is 
published by the Electronic Components 
Industry Federation. Free from EC1F, Liberty 
House, Regent Street, London WIR 5EE. 

WW405 

Alarm systems applications and equipment 
descriptions in catalogue from Highland 
Electronics Ltd, Highland House, 8 Old 
Steine, Brighton, East Sussex BN1 1 EJ 

WW406 
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Components catalogue from Jack Evans 
Distribution is now available from JED at 244 
Bath Road, Hayes, Middx UB3 5AX WW407 

Remote computing facilities provided by 
EMI's PIX for users of IBM360/370 and 3030 
are simply described in a brochure, obtain- 
able from Data Comms, Division, EMI Tech- 
nology, North Feltham Trading Estate, Fel- 
tham, Middx WW408 

Time interval measurement is the subject of 
three application notes from Hewlett - 
Packard, in which time calibration, the 5359A 
synthesizer and 3570A counter are described. 
AN 191- 1/2/3. Hewlett Packard Ltd, King 
Street Lane, Winnersh, Wokingham, Berks 
RG11 5AR WW409 

Instrument repair and calibration - the 
business of IEC Ltd -is described and illus- 
trated in a brochure, obtainable from Instru- 
ment House, 212 Ilderton Road, London SE15 
1NT WW410 

Tools, for electronics and electrical work, are 
listed in a catalogue produced by Toolrange, 
Upton Road, Reading RG3 4JA ... W W411 

Altair microcomputer systems are described 
by Compelec in their new brochure. Copies 
from Compelec Electronics Ltd, 107 Kilburn 
Square, London N.W.6 WW412 

Infra -red emitters and injection lasers from 
RCA are featured in the OPT -113C product 
guide, available from RCA Solid State - 
Europe, Sunbury, Middx WW413 

Mobile radio bandwidths continued 

frequency conservation; and (ii) un- 
necessary except for digital speech, 
which in turn should be justified on its 
own merits; it is not a reason for making 
all channels broad and thus wasting 
spectrum.. 

Any trends in technique which are 
likely to be developed in the future and 
which may enable higher bit rates to be 
achieved within the limitations of a 
normal speech band, line and radio, are 
not within the scope of this article. The 
rate of progress over the past two de- 
cades, however indicates a real 
possibility that before the 1999 World 
Administrative Radio Conference we 
could well be in possession of techni- 
ques which could require a totally dif- 
ferent approach to frequency planning. 
Is it therefore wise at this stage to put all 
our eggs in one basket and use a com- 
mon, and probably wider bandwidth, for 
high speed data or speech? 

Such a move not only reduces chan- 
nel availability within the spectrum, it 
implies the exclusive use of frequency 
modulation and tone squelch. Further- 
more it implies a period of chaos whilst 
the various existing systems and users 
are "sorted out." 

Use of the split channel technique - 
25kHz equipment allocated on a 
121/2kHz channel basis but relying upon 
geographical separation - would tend 
to restore the channel availability inso- 
far as quantity is concerned, but in 
practice, owing to the geographical 

separation requirement, could result in 
but a small increase in availability - 
particularly in the type of urban area 
associated with the United Kingdom. 

Alternative data /speech possibility 
Let us now consider the inevitable. 
Speech systems will be with us for a 
long time and will tend to predominate 
for some time. The use of data techni- 
que will, however, increase. Existing 
"state of the art" high speed data tech- 
niques, where justified, will require a 
minimum of 25kHz channel width to 
accommodate the sidebands etc 
associated with existing techniques. 

The solution proposed for this situa- 
tion is quite simple, it merely advocates 
remaining with 121/2kHz channel allo- 
cations and using the channels in the 
same manner for speech as at present. 
The channels would also be suitable for 
the simpler data transmission systems 
of 1200bit /s and up to 4800bit /s if suit- 
able lines are used. 

Above this speed, where high speed is 
justified two or more adjacent 121/2kHz 
channels would be allocated, possibly 
from a discrete section of the spectrum 
to simplify sideband cut -off problems. 
Such a wide band system could be req- 
uired for digital speech. 

As and when techniques improve, it 
would be a simple matter to insert con- 
ventional narrow band users into 
vacated 121/2kHz slots, thus making full 
use of the available spectrum. 

It may well be that technical changes 
involving, for instance, 6' /4kHz opera- 
tion for speech, would enable further 
channel allocations to be made avail- 
able in the future. In this case the allo- 
cation of channel units would be in 
6' /4kHz multiples with data possibly 
requiring up to three or four such units. 

By such a technique we are not 
penalizing the small user requiring 
speech communication only, neither are 
we limiting the data user to bandwidths 
which could be restrictive. 
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